COMMON PRODUCTS WE SEE THAT ARE NOT COMPOSTABLE

DIXIE CUP OR PLATE
*lined with plastic

PAPER BOAT
*lined with plastic

TRELLIS EARTH CORNSTARCH
*made with plastic

ECO PRODUCTS PLANT STARCH
*made from plastic

Transistions2Earth
*made from plastic

"EARTH CHOICE" HARD CLAMSHELL
*plastic, not recyclable or compostable

NOODLE BOX
*lined with plastic

LOOK OUT FOR THESE MISLEADING TERMS...
"Biodegradable" "Superdegradable" "Green" "Earth Friendly" "Made From Recycled Materials" "Eco" "Produced with Plant Startch"
INSTEAD USE THESE!!!
CERTIFIED COMPOSTABLE

LOOK FOR THIS LOGO!
or choose from Huliau approved list

HOT/COLD CUPS

SOUP CUP/BOWLS

UNLINED PAPER PLATES/CLAMSHELLS

COMPOSTABLE UTENSILS

BIO-PLASTICS (PLA)
These products are certified compostable, but only in an industrial composting facility which we do not have on Maui. They are made of plant material rather than petroleum, which is better, but we are not able to compost them on our local farms and they are sent to the landfill. We recommend choosing paper products first.